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AMBERD IN GLOBAL GO TO THINK
TANK INDEX REPORT
In 2019 Global Go to Think Tank Index Report of University of Pennsylvania
AMBERD Research Center of Armenian State University of Economics ranks 94th
among the best university affiliated think tanks of the world, as well as improves
position by two points and ranks 59th among the Top think tanks in Central Asia.
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ABOUT
AMBERD Research Center of Armenian

Our research is carried out by Center

State University of Economics was

based staff and associated experts.

established in 2013. AMBERD is one of

Students and PhD students of the

the leading think tanks of Armenia

Armenian State University of Economics

conducting public policy and economic
research and analysis.
Research findings are disseminated among
stakeholders from public and private sector
aiming to promote solutions to the
economic issues and provide economic

are also involved in research.
In 2019 first issue of “AMBERD
Bulletin” popular science journal was
released, which aims to present current
economic issues to a wide range of
readers in an accessible language.

development.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to contribute towards the solution of public policy and economic
issues and to respond the multilevel challenges met by the Armenian society and
the State through the generation and development of innovative ideas,
researches, analysis, implementation of educational programs, and preparation of
policy recommendations for decision-makers.
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Dear friends,

In 2019, AMBERD was cited as among the

AMBERD Research Center of Armenian

best university affiliated think tanks of the

State University of Economics publishes

world in the Global Go to Think Tank Index

report on the activities of its 7th year.

Report by the University of Pennsylvania’s

The report presents the results of the Center

Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program.

for 2019 - achievements, research findings,

Particularly, according to the report AMBERD

publications, areas of international

ASUE Research Center was ranked 94th

cooperation.

among the Best university affiliated think

In 2019, the attention was drawn on the

tanks of the world and 59th among the Top

issues of territorial administration and local

think tanks in Central Asia.

self-government, proportional development
of marzes (administrative regions), modeling
of socioeconomic development in Tavush and
Lori marzes, as well as acivity of Armenia
within the membership of EAEU, reinforcing
cooperation with third countries. AMBERD
also had an active participation in research
and development activities within the
framework of reform initiatives to improve
the activity of the Armenian State University
of Economics.

Davit Hakhverdyan
Director of AMBERD Research Center of
Armenian State University of Economics
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OUR TEAM
STAFF

Davit Hakhverdyan

Vardan Atoyan

Director

Deputy Director-Senior

Doctor of Sciences

Samvel Avetisyan
Senior expert

Tatev Yeghyan
Senior Researcher - Fundraising

Doctor of Sciences

expert

Manager

Doctor of Sciences

Gayane Tovmasyan

Vahe Bulanikyan

Ani Khachatryan

Shushan Movsisyan

Senior Researcher

Senior Researcher

Senior Researcher

Expert

PhD

PhD

PhD

Hamazasp Galstyan

Astghik Hovhannisyan

Ruzanna Tadevosyan

Tereza Shahrimanyan

Researcher

Researcher

Junior Researcher

Assistant to Director

PhD

VISITING EXPERTS

Aghavni Hakobyan
PhD

Haykaz Aramyan

PhD

Edgar Aghabekyan

Vadim Grigoryan

Tatevik Mkrtchyan

PhD

PhD

PhD

Narek Karapetyan

Artur Ayrumyan
PhD

Asya Khalatyan
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AMBERD BULLETIN
In December 2019 first issue of AMBERD
Bulletin was published.

Bulletin is a popular science journal and
covers current economic issues. The
selection of topics is made from a clear
position of identification of issues of
concern to public and professionals. 14
articles under 10 headings covering a wide
range of topics: economy, finance, social
policy, territorial development, competition,
education, innovation, security and more
are published in the first issue.

AMBERD Bulletin is an open access
periodical. It will be published bimonthly, 6
times a year.
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PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS
THE STATE AND DEVELOPMENTS
OF ARMENIAN FINANCIAL
MARKETS

State and development of Armenian financial markets research project
has been launched in 2016.
It aims to analyze developments in Armenian and international
financial markets, as well as developments of Armenian financial
institutions. In 2019, within the project, the monthly monitoring of
Armenian and international financial markets has been conducted.
Based on the collected data the analytical reports have been published
on a monthly and quarterly basis.
- Developments of global financial markets;

- The Central Bank of Armenia monetary policy and foreign
exchange markets;

- Armenian stock market and interbank lending markets.
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EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

The project was launched in 2016. It aims to
develop mechanisms for ensuring and
improving the quality of educational
process, as well as to meet information
needs of Armenian State University of
Economics.
In 2019 "The order of formation research
projects and research groups of
AMBERD Research Center and

Within the framework of Armenian
State University of Economics
activity improvement program the
following projects has been
implemented:
Surveys of Armenian State
University of Economics
bachelor and master students
focus groups to identify the level
of students' satisfaction with

engagement of students and PhD

University information flows

students" was developed and passed.

and resources (educational

Research on “Labor Market Trends in

infrastructure).

Armenia” was published.

Surveys of focus groups
composed of the heads of
administrative divisions and
chairs, as well as administrative
and academic staff members to
identify the level of University
staff satisfaction with
information flows and resources
(educational infrastructure).
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MODEL OF SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN TAVUSH
AND LORI MARZES (ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS)
Head of research team: Zoya Tadevosyan, Doctor of Sciences, Professor
Research team members: Diana Galoyan, Narek Kesoyan, Tadevos Avetisyan,
Albert Hayrapetyan, Liana Isayan, Hamlet Mkrtchyan

Team activities began in October 2018. Research assessed economic
resources, agro-industrial potential of both marzes, identifies trends of
economic development and obstacles to development and creates model of
socioeconomic development. Studies have been implemented in Lori and
Tavush regions in cooperation with business, farmers, expert groups, as well
as banking system executives who have lending offers. Research results are
presented in the report, which was submitted for publication.
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IMPACT OF COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
DECENTRALIZATION ON MACROECONOMIC STABILITY IN THE
REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA
Head of research team: Tsovinar Karapetyan, PhD, Associate professor
Research team members: Arpenik Muradyan, Vanine Yeranosyan, Seda Alikhanyan,
Nare Abrahamyan, Armine Sahakyan, Lida Khachatryan, Erik Grigoryan

Team activities launched in October 2018. Research aims at assessing the
possibilities for community economic development and decentralization, to
reveal its impact on macroeconomic stability in the Republic of Armenia.
Research team studied functional dependency between decentralization and
level of socio-economic development, as well as the issues of balanced regional
development and elaborates ways of enhancing the decentralization
effectiveness and community economic development.
Main finding of research were published in the report.
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MODEL OF SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SHIRAK MARZ
(ADMINISTRATIVE REGION)

Head of research team: Zoya Tadevosyan, Doctor of Sciences, Professor
Research team members: Tadevos Avetisyan, Albert Hayrapetyan,
Armen Markosyan, Ruben Ghantarchyan, Liana Isayan, Hamlet Mkrtchyan

Team activities launched in November 2019. The purpose of this study is to
evaluate potential of socioeconomic development in Shirak region, to identify
untapped opportunities and barriers for business, to elaborate strategy and
models of sustainable development based on practical priorities of new
productions organization, investments attraction, efficient use of region’s
potential by studying factors of investment environment improvement.
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EXPERT
ACTIVITIES
AMBERD's researchers participated in
discussions organized by Security Council Office
on development of new national security strategy,
“Landlocked countries: economic blockade
issues” closed meeting held by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the first Think Tank Forum in
Armenia organized by CRRC-Armenia,
discussion on “Science funding issues of
Armenia” initiated by Standing Committee on
Science, Education, Culture, Diaspora, Youth and
Sport of the National Assembly of the Republic of
Armenia. Staff member of AMBERD Research
Center has been involved in the Commonwealth

Center provided expertise of the following
draft laws, projects and submitted a
packageof relevant proposals:
RA draft law “On Higher Education

of Independent States (CIS) Inter-Parliamentary

and Science”,

Assembly Board of Expert on Economic Affairs

RA law “On Protection of Economic

as an international expert, as well as has been

Competition”,

involved in the Asian Bank 2020-2030 education

Concept of the introduction of

development strategy formulation, as higher

comprehensive health insurance in the

education expert.

RA,
RA National Assembly Budget Office
development strategy for 2020-2023,
Draft Government Decree on “The
Public Finance Management System
Reform Strategy for 2019-2023, and
the Public Finance Management
System Reform Action Plan for 20192023” of the RA.
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COOPERATION
JOINT RESEARCH WITH THE NATIONAL RESEARCH UNIVERSITY HIGHER
SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

Since 2019 AMBERD has implemented several

Astghik Hovhannisyan, researcher of Center

projects with the National Research University Higher

took part in an academic program within the

School of Economics:

framework of “Developing a Modern EAEU

Center has been involved in EAEU project

Development Paradigm in the Context of

on“Study of prospects for foreign trade

Global Challenges” project initiated by

development with EAEU partner countries and

Eurasian Economic Commission and

formulation of proposals of removing barriers for

"Higher School of Economics" National

realization of EAEU trade and economic potential

Research University.

within the framework of new free trade

From December 2019 AMBERD is

agreements” and on demand of Higher School of
Economics carried out research on “Formulation
of proposals of EAEU member state RA economic
and trade cooperation potential realization within
the framework of free trade agreements based on
analysis of external trade development prospects

involved in EEC research project on
“Analysis of risks and development
prospects of the Eurasian Economic Union
in the context of trade wars, financial
sanctions and growing protectionism in the
global market”.

with potential partner countries”.
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AMBERD ASUE RESEARCH CENTER AND INSTITUTE OF WORLD
ECONOMICS AND POLITICS, CHINESE ACADEMY OF SOCIAL
SCIENCES SIGNED A MEMORANDUM OF COOPERATION

In 2019 ASUE and Institute of World Economics and Politics, Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences signed a memorandum of cooperation. Academic exchanges,
joint research and projects, as well as scientific events are planned to be
implemented within the frames of the memorandum.
The Institute of World Economics and Politics, Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences is considered to be one of the best and most influential institutions both in
China and the World engaged in policy-oriented and theoretical research, mainly
covering global macroeconomics, international finance, international trade, foreign
investment, developing economies, industrial economics, global management,
world energy and international political economy.
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PUBLICATIONS
LABOR MARKET TRENDS IN ARMENIA
Monitoring of labor market is important for educational institutions
carrying out vocational education programs in terms of defining
learning outcomes and preparing specialists in accordance with
the requirements of labor market.
Summary results of job announcements’ monitoring of the RA
private sector, which enables to present the density of specialties
and specializations of marketing and sales, management, finance,
accounting and tax sector, general and professional qualities and
skills requirements of those specialists submitted by the employers
and description of employees’ working functions are presented in
the research work. The Center conducts such research every two
years since 2017, which enables to identify development trends
and compare demand and requirements for each profession.

“THINK TANKS: FORGES OF STRATEGIC IDEAS”
The concept of “think tanks”, typology, functions and the role in
political processes, as well as the origin and development issues of
think tanks were touched upon in the book. It presents the genesis of
think tanks and evolution of that sector, analyses think tanks
peculiarities and development trends in different countries.
On the basis of the study of international experience, the mechanisms
of influence of expert-analytical structures on decision-makers and
public opinion, mechanisms of interaction between state-think tanks,
opportunities for the use of the potential of these institutions in
policy-making and implementation have been observed. Challenges
and development opportunities facing Armenian think tanks were
touched upon.
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THE IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT AND
DECENTRALIZATION OF COMMUNITIES ON THE
ENDOWMENT OF MACROECONOMIC STABILITY OF RA
Economic growth and sustainable human development throughout
the Republic of Armenia are hindered not only by disparities in
social and economic development, climatic disparities at regional
level, disproportionate distribution of industrial and natural
resources, but also by the weak base of fiscal decentralization.
Research focused on solving community development issues has
assessed current state of RA community development and
decentralization, available opportunities, has identified its impact
on macroeconomic stability.

HOW TO IMPROVE THE RA UNIVERSITIES’ POSITIONS IN
RANKING REPORTS
Universities of Armenia are not ranked in top university ranking
systems. The reasons for which are both objective and subjective.
Criterion in the ranking of universities sometimes attuned to the
standards of ranking organizations’ state and region. Nevertheless,
in general, these systems enable to assess the quality of education.
Education as driving force of development needs particular
attention.
Report studies QS and Webometrics university ranking systems,
evaluation methodologies of those systems, assesses potential of
RA universities and develops recommendations for enhancing
competitiveness of universities and inclusion in world ranking
systems.
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ANALYTICS

From September 2017, the process of
publishing short analytical reports was
launched with the aim of emphasizing
AMBERD expertise capacity, expertise
development.
In 2019 the researchers and experts of
AMBERD Research Center published 51
analytical reports on main issues of Armenian
economic and social welfare.
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AMBERD IN NUMBERS
PUBLICATIONS

3
1
23
51
1
1

MEDIA

research reports

13
18

monograph
academic articles (8 of which in
international academic journals)
analytical reports

report
tutorial (co-authored)

EVENTS

12
10
4
2
3

interviews and
comments
media clippings

EXPERTISE

2
3
1

draft laws
strategies
draft decree

conferences (7 of which
international)
workshops (5 of which
international)

STAFF

Erasmus+ exchange program
training program abroad
public lecture (1 of which abroad)
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Astghik Hovhannisyan, Researcher,
“Erasmus+” International Training Week,
May, 2019, Edinburgh, the United Kingdom

Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert, Doctor of
Sciences, Associate professor,
“Why Facts and Think Tanks Matter” international forum,
January, 2019, Washington, USA

Shushan Movsisyan, Expert,
“Erasmus +” International Training Week,
July, 2019, Pula, Croatia
Samvel Avetisyan, Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences, Professor,
Fourth Annual International Conference on Agriculture, Food
Security and Nutrition in Eurasia,
May, 2019, Moscow, Russia

Ruzanna Tadevosyan, Junior Researcher,
Gayane Tovmasyan, Senior Researcher, PhD,
"Erasmus +" International Training Week,
July, 2019, Porto, Portugal

Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert, Doctor of
Sciences, Associate professor,
Visiting Professor of “Belt and Road” Cultural Academy,
November, 2019, Sian, China
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Ruzanna Tadevosyan, Junior Researcher,
International research training,
September -December, 2019, Stockholm, Sweden
Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert, Doctor of
Sciences, Associate professor,
Warsaw Euro-Atlantic Summer Academy-WEASA,
July, 2019, Warsaw, Poland

Tatev Yeghyan, Senior Researcher and Fundraising Manager,
Information seminars on “Horizon 2020” application development,
November, 2019, Tbilisi, Georgia

Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert, Doctor of
Sciences, Associate professor,
Annual meeting of The Alexander Gorchakov Public Diplomacy
Fund Club,
December, 2019, Moscow, Russia

Armen Grigoryan, Director (2016-2019 august), PhD, Associate
professor,
Session of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) InterParliamentary Assembly Board of Expert on Economic Affairs,
March, 2019, Saint Petersburg

Astghik Hovhannisyan, Researcher,
3rd BRICS and SCO Student Spring International Festival,
June, 2019, Moscow and Stavropol, Russia
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Samvel Avetisyan, Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences, Professor,
Workshop on “Climate Change Risk Management at the Basis of
National Adaptation Acts”,
December, 2019, Dilijan, Armenia

Gayane Tovmasyan, Senior Researcher, PhD,
2nd International Scientific Conference on“Contemporary
Problems of Management”
October, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Samvel Avetisyan, Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences, Professor,
“What Needs to be Done: Economic Revolution - Understanding
and Implementation” scientific-practical conference,
October, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert, Doctor of
Sciences, Associate professor,
Lecture on “Public Policy Think Tanks” within the frames of “Summer
School of Public Policy”,
June, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Armen Grigoryan, Director (2016-2019 august), PhD, Associate
professor,
Samvel Avetisyan, Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences, Professor,
“My Step for Ararat Marz” Investment Projects conference,
May, 2019, Artashat, Armenia

Vahe Buulanikyan, Senior Researcher, PhD, Associate professor,
First Think Tank Forum in Armenia,
September, 2019, Aghveran, Armenia
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Gayane Tovmasyan, Senior Researcher, PhD,
“Tourism as a Modern Specialty. Education and Workplace»
Workshop,
October, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Samvel Avetisyan, Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences, Professor,
Gayane Tovmasyan, Senior Researcher, PhD,
Main landmarks of economic revolution in Armenia”
May, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences,
Associate professor,
Meeting with representatives of the expert community within the
frames of the development of new national security strategy,
April. 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Samvel Avetisyan, Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences, Professor,
4th Eurasian International Conference on Food Safety,
October, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert, Doctor of
Sciences, Associate professor,
“China's economy and politics” lecture,
May, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia

Samvel Avetisyan, Senior expert, Doctor of Sciences, Professor,
Round table discussion entitled “The Importance of Joint Business
Actions in the Fight Against Corruption”,
September, 2019, Yerevan, Armenia
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CONTACT US
Our address
Building N3, 128 Nalbandyan str., 0025, Yerevan, Armenia
Tel: (+37410) 593-429
E-mail: amberd.asue@gmail.com
amberd@asue.am

AMBERD online
www.amberd.am
https://www.facebook.com/asue.amberd/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/amberd-research-center/
https://twitter.com/AmberdCenter

